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by going to the.The stretch of retail space in Brooklyn’s Sunset Park hasn’t been afraid to mix and match traditions and styles in the
past, though current owner Michelle Tarn says that will soon end. The longtime Sunset Park resident, who also owns a retail space a

few blocks away, is the new owner of the Ocean Avenue store at 692-694 East 9th Street. “In the retail world, the space is a
‘boomtown’ so what I’m doing is, we’re going to start making changes [in this location]. We’re going to do things differently here,”

Tarn told the Brooklyn Eagle. “We’re bringing in a café, a fashion house [to] create this whole experience of shopping.” Tarn said the
new café, called E2, will be the physical manifestation of the business’s new direction and will bring in the brand’s existing clothing

lines. E2 will house clothing offerings from Roberto Cavalli, Missoni, and Numero 21. The café will also serve a specialized line of
coffee and teas, which will complement clothing that is sold in the store. “Our goal is to do a great coffee shop and have a great

espresso bar, but also a great food component.” Tarn also plans on offering a small selection of designer bags and accessories, and
she told the Eagle she hopes to grow that to a selection of $300 bags before long. “I want to start off with the small, curated

selection and build it from there,” Tarn said. “I don’t think [fashion�
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instances of web control in code behind C# I have a drop down list, I would like to bind it's items to an SQL Server database. This is
all set up and working. The reason I am doing this is that the backend access the database and get the item names as text and then
display the names and return item values for my drop down list. Here is what I have so far in my code behind: SqlConnection conn =

new SqlConnection(connectionString); SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand("SELECT DISTINCT TXT_ISBN FROM Bookshelf
WHERE Bookshelf_CustomerId='" + Session["CustomerId"].ToString() + "' ORDER BY Bookshelf_LastUpdated DESC", conn);
conn.Open(); SqlDataReader dr = command.ExecuteReader(); while (dr.Read()) { string item = dr["TXT_ISBN"].ToString();

dropdownList.Items.Add(item); } conn.Close(); I would like to eventually have an option in my drop down list to have the items return
their 'ISBN's as well. So for example item1 would return ISBN1 and item2 would return ISBN2. For example: Item1 would return

26306573813, item2 would return 26306573814 and item 3 would return 26306573815. The items arent set up as SQL CLR objects
as they are going to be stored in a different SQL database. Is there any way I can do this? A: You can write an extension method that

converts the object to a string, do the database query and set the string back to your
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